
Building Your
Brand on
Social Media

How to create effective and

relevant content on social
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who am i and
why does it
matter to you?

She builds Brands & Buzz
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Social isn't
everything
- but it's
important

BRAND &  BUZZ

Key takeaways:

Exploring different channels

What channel is right for you? 

Best practices

Popular examples



Social is Social
What does that mean? 

Why does it matter to me

Build genuine content to create genuine engagement

BRAND & BUZZ



Exploring
different
channels

You have the freedom 

to choose your platform.

Not all channels are created equal - but you'll find

that most are more similar than dissimilar 



The oldest of all the social media networks, Facebook introduced new

features like live broadcasting from a Page, Creator Studio updates and the

integration of Messenger into the Page Inbox. 92% of their revenue is

advertising. Links huge for branding.

1.85 Billion

Instagram launched tools to help brands sell better and consumers shop

easier, Shops was introduced along with shopping tags on Live videos. Reels

was added to the suite of Instagram videos.  The average post has 10

hashtags.Top demo: Women 18-24.

500 Million

This year, the election inspired a new feature, "fact-checking." Twitter broke

records growing 29% this year, while Tweeting frequency decreased by 10%.187 Million

The world’s largest professional networking site, LinkedIn is all about

connections and business influencers. Globally there are more than 722

million users in 200 countries. 96% of B2B marketers use LinkedIn for

organic content. 

303 million
(Monthly)

ACTIVE DAILY USERS



73% of all US adults use YouTube. 89% of users come from outside the U.S.

YouTube services are available in 100 countries and 80 languages. Google

acquired YouTube in 2006 for $1.65 billion. Most YouTube channels get pad

$0.05 per 1,000 views

30 million

Snapchat is an image and video messaging app. More than half of all US

internet users aged 15-25 use Snapchat. Their main demographic is millennials

and Generation Z. 210 million snaps are created every day. Their mobile app is

the 2nd most used app worldwide. 

229 Million

The average person spends 5 minutes on Pinterest, exploring 4 billion boards.

Germany has the most active audience. In March-April 2020, there were 1.1

billion visits. 

335 Million
(Monthly)

TikTok was launched in September 2016, but ranks #9 most popular social

site, larger than Linkedin, Twitter, Pinterest and Snapchat.800 Million



average business reply

1 hour 56 minutes

top brands are bigger on Instagram than Facebook

35% bigger

March 21, 2016
first tweet sent

44% of users 

$75,000+



Do you want to build a larger

following? Are you trying to grow

your business?

What are your goals?

Friends/family? Customers?

Professional? Mentors?  

Who is your

audience?

How much time, money, mindshare

can you spend on social?

What is your

investment?

What
channel 
is right 
for you?



fun 
facts

about social impact

consumers will
follow a brand to

learn about products
 

57% 91%
visit a brand's

website; 85% will
recommend to a

friend

45%
Unfollow if the

content is irrelevant
or too many ads



Successful
people set
achievable
goals.

BRAND & BUZZ



83% 14%
3%

People with

no goals

 

People with goals 'in

their heads'

 

People with

written goals 

 

10x 30x

Write it down



Best practices

Post frequently for each channel

Share content people want to see,

read, engage with. 

Be honest, genuine to your personal

brand.

Tell your story.

BRAND & BUZZ



Entice your audience with stunning visuals.

Good
design
matters
BRAND & BUZZ



Everyone has seen images

like this when they scroll.

They make you pause and

invoke a feeling. The

winner gets your time and

attention.  



Examples of eye-catching content

Do any of these things make you want to stop? Yes. Because

we can all relate to them. 



Successful
brands are
consistent

Figure out what is doable. Make a plan and then plan

your work.  

Nailing down a schedule

Not only in the content you produce, but in your

budget and production schedule. 

Be honest

Social is social. Comment, like and share is so

important to building your audience. 

Interacting with followers



Making
the most
out of the
internet

Take advantage

of the tools available.

Social media channels

Automated service

Plan your content calendar

Analytic tools and reporting

Tweak plan for best response

BRAND & BUZZ



How great brands deal with consumers

Engage with

followers

If something isn't

working. Change it.

Quick response to

inquiries

Delivering 

on promises Be true to your brand

Post with regularity

BRAND & BUZZ



Most
important? 
Have fun.

BRAND & BUZZ



Contact Us

We'd love to talk about all

things brand & buzz.

Phone Number

703-842-7530

Email Address

suzy@brandandbuzz.biz

Website

www.brandandbuzz.biz

www.brandandbuzz.biz



People do business with
people they like.

Suzy Wagner

BRAND & BUZZ


